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I.. »iőr.i: Models Cor universal reduction of macroscopic quantum flucutations. 
KFKI-J48B-S'./A 

ABSTRACT 
This paper adopts the hypothesis that the absence of macroscopic quantum 

fluctuations (MQF) ÍR due to a certain universal mechanism. Such a mechanism 
has recently been proposed by Ghirardi et al. and here we recapitulate a com
pact version of it. Károlyházy et al. showed earlier the possible role of 
gravity and, along this line, we construct here a new parameter-free unifica
tion of micro- and macrodynamics. We apply gravitational measures for reduc
ing macroscopic quantum fluctuations of the mass density. This model leads to 
classical trajectories in the macroscopic limit of translational motion. For 
massive objects, unwanted macroscopic superpositions of quantum states become 
destroyed in very short times. The relation between state vector and density 
operator formalisms has also been discussed. We only anticipate the need for 
elaborating characteristic predictions of the model in the region separating 
micro- and maeroworld. 

Л. Диоши: Милели унииерсального редуцирования макроскопических квантовых 
флуктуации. KFKT-1988-5S/A 
АННОТАЦИЯ 

В статье принимается гипотеза, согласно которой отсутствие макроскопиче
ских квантовых флуктуации (МКФ) следует из некоторого универсального механиз
ма. Механчмм такого типа, предложенный Гирарди и др., переформулируется нами 
я компактном виде. Ранее Карояхази с сотрудниками указали на возможную роль 
гравитации. Соответственно этому конструируется новое независимое от парамет
ров объединение микро- и макроскопической динамики. Применяется гравитацион
ная регулировка для редуцирования макроскопических квантовых флуктуации рас
пределения масс. Эта модель приводит к классическим траекториям в макроскопи
ческом пределе трансляционного движения. Для массивных объектов нежелательные 
макроскопические суперпозиции квантовых состояний разрушаются очень быстро. 
Обсуждается отношение формализмов вектора состояния и матрицы плотности. Пред
полагается необходимость поиска характерных предсказаний модели в домене, от
деляющем микро- и макромиры. 

Diósl L.: Modellek a makroszkopikus kvantumfluktuációk univerzális redukció
jára. KFKT-1988-55/A 

KIVONAT 
Jelen munkában abból a feltevésből indulunk ki, hogy a makroszkopikus 

kvantumfluktuációk (MKF) hiányát valamilyen egyetemes mechanizmus okozza. 
Ilyen mechanizmust nemrégiben Ghirardi és társai javasoltak és ennek egy tö
mör változatát újrafogalmazzuk. Korábban Károlyházy és társai rámutattak a 
gravitáció lehetséges szerepére. Ezen az utón haladva itt a mikro- és a makro 
dinamikának egy uj paraméterfüggetlen egyesitését konstruáljuk meg. Gravitá
ciós szabályozást adunk a tömegeloszlás makroszkopikus kvantumfluktuációinak 
redukciójára. Ez a modell klasszikus trajektóriákra vezet a transzlációs moz
gás makro:-.zkopiku» határesetében. Tömeges objektumokra a kvantumállapotok nem 
kívánatos makroszkopikus szuperpozíciói igen rövid idő alatt lerombol ódnak. 
Az ál JapotviiktoroH ÓH nUruKéqoperáfcoros formalizmusok viszonyát i» tárgyaljuk 
Csupán -időzzük, hogy a modellben karakterisztikus jóslatok kidolgozására lm 
ne Kx.iik.40g a mikro- cs makroviláqot elválasztó tartományban. 

http://Kx.iik.40g


l. introduction 
According to widespread views, quantum mechanics (QH) is 

in perfect agreement with all definite physics experiments. 
Hone of them forces us either to correct or to complete the 
theory. On the other hand, it has been recognized since the 
earliest time of understanding QH1 that it contradicts to 
our general macroscopic worldview. Unfortunately, strict and 
detailed quantum mechanical calculations cannot be performed 
for most macrosystems in question rtae to their complexity. 
Consequently, one cannot decide uniquely whether the formal 
contradictions with macroscopic experiences indicate 
relevant physical contradictions or they are merely 
11 lusory. 

The literature of the above paradoxical situation with QM 
is very extended and here we mention only the most prominent 
classical issues as Schrödlnger's cat piradox2, EFtv-paradox3 

and the measurement problem4,5. They are all related to each 
other and one hopes that the adequate solution to any of 
them will solve the other ones as well. For the sake of 
definiteness, here we single out a specific aspect aad 
expose the problem as follows. 

// Quantum Mechanics is universal, then macroscopic 
bodies would, in principle, possess macroscopic quantur, 
fluctuations (MQF) in their posit ions, orientations, 
densities e. t. c. . such MQF are not seen in the nature, 
however. 

We classify the suggested solutions into two classes 
reflecting alternative explanations of the absence of HOF: 
either it follow.'; purely from the inevitable interactions of 
macroobjects with their actual surrounding (A) or-, 
alternatively, the lack of MQF is universal and :s due to d 
certain new mechanism which modifies the ordinary QM (B). 

The viewpoint (A) had been emphasized by Zeh6. Later 
Wigner7 also acknowledged it and estimated the effect of 
cosmic background radiation on simple macroscopic bodies®. 
Quite recently Joos and Zeh9 have discussed the quantum 
dynamics of dust particles in rare gaseous environment. All 
these calculations suggest that explanation (A) could 
probably work but, in our opinion, other specific mechanisms 
involved by viewpoint (B) still cannot be excluded. Actually 
we need definite models to decide. 

In favor of the hypothesis (B) this paper supports, we 
mention the most recent proposal10 by Ghirardi, Rimini and 
Weber, universally reducing MQF of position coordinates (see 
also Refs. 11-13). This theory will be paraphrased in Sect, 3 
as quantum mechanics with universal position localization 
(QMUPL). 

The other basic ingredient of our paper originates from 
an earlier model11*"10 by Károlyházy et ab (and especially 
from its variant 1 7- i e stressed by Diosi and Lukács) where 
universal gravitational fluctuations have been derived and 
claimed to kill MQF of the matter density, in Sect. 4, a 
quantum mechanics with universal density localizations 
(QMUDL) is sup.cested. This new consistent modification of 
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the Qu resembles m e construction of the QHUPL in Sect. 3 
but the position localizations are replaced by density 
localization processes whose strength is proportional to the 
gravitational constant. This choice makes QMUDL a parameter-
free unlficatlor of micro- and macrodynamics. 

On the technical part, one needs a certain stochastic 
modification of the ordinary Hamiltonian quantum dynamics. 
Such formalisms has been considered, e.g., in a great 
variety of continuous state reduction 1 9" 2 3 and continuous 
measurement 2 4 - 2 7 models. Throughout our paper we apply the 
succesful theory of stochastic differential equations 
(SDE's) which offers a compact and flexible language 2 7» 2 e to 
formulate our equations. The general theory of SDE can be 
learned frcm Arnold's excellent book29. An introduction to 
this technique will be given automatically in the next 
Section. 

2. Phenomenology of macroscopic quantum mechanics 
2. l Quantum-stochastic equations. Consider, for its 

simplicity, the center-of-mass motion of a certain free 
object of macroscopic mass И. The quantum state VQ 
satisfies the Schrödinger-equation: 

(d/dt)VQ -- -1(P 2/2M)VQ . (2.1.1) 
P stands for the canonical momentum. Whatever viewpoint one 
prefers concerning the paradoxes of macroscopic QM, the 
simple SchrGdinger-equatlon must be modified due either to 
environmental interactions or to a certain new physical 
effect [cf. viewpoints (A) and (BJ, respectively, in Sect.1J 
or to both. Anyhow, there exists a simple phenomenological 
modification 2 4 - 2 6 of Eq. (2.1. i) which we are going to 
recapitulate. 

InAorder to reflect the reduction of MQF of the center of 
mass Q, one Assumes the quantum state ¥Q is subjected to 
instantaneous localization processes 

VQ * exp[-Xa<á-Q)2]VQ (2.1.2) 

which occur with average frequency A. Here a is the 
accuracy parameter of the localization process. In each 
localization process (2.1.2) the coordinate Q Is i random 
variable of the following probability distribution: 

P(Q) s const, X <exp[-ct(Ő-Q)2}> (2.1.3) 
where <. > stands f :<v quantum expectation value in the actual 
state VQ while <- >st w i l 1 b e used laier to denote 
stochastic average according to the distribution (2.1. 3) of 
Q. 
Because of the randomness of the localization processes 
(2. 1.2), the quantum state VQ »till be governed by a 
certain stochastic evolution equation instead of the 
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deterministic scnrödinger-equation <г.i.i). Let us now take 
the continuous localization limit: 

a > 0; Xa = Г (2. 1. 4) 

where Г is the strength of the continuous localization and 
It is kept constant. 

In Ref. 27 we have proved that the construction (2. 1. 1-4) 
leads to an Infinite dimensional Gaussian process. For such 
processes, the proper mathematical technique seems to be the 
(quantum) stochastic differential equations?9 (SDE's) rather 
than the functional variant of the traditional Fokker-
Planck-Kolmogorov equations. In our case, one can make use 
of a powerful 

Theorem^1: The Eqs. (2. 1. 1-4) are equivalent to the 
following SDE: 

<WQ : { [-l(Pr/2H)-Hr(Q<Q>)2)dt*(Q-<Q>)dt)4rQ (2.1.5) 
v/here t is a vectorial Wiener-process whose ItS-
differential obeys the following multiplication rules: 

<ds> s t - 0 (2. 1. 6a) 
dtodt : Jtrtdt (2. 1. 6b) 

and higher than the 2'nd powers of &(. vanish. 
For many purposes it is more convenient to introduce the 

pure state projector P\J=VQVQ instead of *Q 
and to rewrite the SDE (2.1.5) into the following equivalent 
form; 

dp© : Mp 0]dt • |Q-<«>,pQ)dt (2.1.7) 

L[. ) = -ifP2/2H,.) - Xrtd, [Q. .)) . (2.1.8) 
The equivalence between the SDE's (2.1.5) and (2.1.7) can be 
seen by inserting Eq. (2. i. 5) into the identity 
dp*adW*+Vd¥+*dVdV* and by applying 
the rules (2.1.6). Recall that the product of two Itá-
differentlals does not vanish but it is always proportional 
to dt [cf. Eq. (2. 1. 6b) ]. 

Hotice that the SDE's (2.1.5) and (2.1.7) are both 
nonlinear. Nevertheless, the drift term of the SDE (2.1.7) 
has turned out to be linear since the Liouvilie-operator L 
(2.1.6) is obviously linear. Consequently, by taking the 
stochastic average of both sides of the SDE (2. 1. 7) and by 
considering Eq. (2.1.6a), one obtains a closed linear master 
(or Liouvi lie-) equation for the density operator <$Q>st 
of the center-of-mass motion: 

(d/dt)<p Q> s t - L[<p Q> s t) . (2. 1.9) 
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Using the notation o(Q. O') for tue coordinate 
representation of tne density operator <P>st> Bq« 
(2.1.9) takes tne form 

(d/dt)P(Q, Q') = P(0,0')QH -Mr(Q-Q')2P(Q.Q'> (2.1.10) 

«here p(Q, Q ' ) Q H stands for tne contribution of tne 
ordinary QH. 

The existence of linear evolution equation for tne 
density operator is not accidental but a consequence of 
fundamental principles, as shown by G i s l n 2 1 « 2 2 and Dlosl 2 3. 
In tne present case tne fulfillment of this constraint 
relies on the special choice (2.1.3) made for the 
probabilities of the various outcomes of localization 
processes (2.i.2). 

г. 2 Reduction of HQF. The first term on the RHS of the 
SDE (2. 1. 5) represents the ordinary quantum mechanical 
evolution with a certain characteristic time T Q J I. The second 
term violates the QM, it definitely reduces the width 
AQs[<(Q-<Q>)£>)K of the wavefunction. The characteristic 
time scale T L on which the localization of AQ becomes 
effective can be estimated by a simple formula: 

T L s r _ 1 ( A Q ) - 2 . (2.2. i) 
If TL is much larger than TQJJ then violation of QH will 

not be observed; it becomes effective when TL<<TQH which, 
via Eq. ;2. 2. 1) means 

AQ >> I/US»! . (2.2.2) 
One may notice that T Q H also depends on AQ. 

Nevertheless, the above inequality implies a certain lower 
threshold (Оф, see later) for AQ. The strength Г of 
continuous localization must be adjusted in such a way that 
the above threshold correspond to a plausible condition for 
HOF of the position Q. Then, as expected, our 
phenomenological SDE (2. l. 5) pushes down the unwanted HQF 
until the threshold (2.2.2) is reached and a stationary 
quantum fluctuation А0»о ф of the position Q may be 
maintained. Exact results regarding this latter regime will 
be presented in the next Paragraph. 

s. 3 Trajectories. In Ref. 26 we considered the solution 
of the SDE (2.1.5). We proved that, for large times, the 
wavefunction converges to the unique Gaussian shape const, x 
expC-(l-l) <Q/2a w) 2) and the motion of this wave packet will 
imitate classical trajectories. 

The quantum fluctuations of Q and F tend to their 
stationary values; 

(AQ) 2 > 3 o e
2 (2.3. la) 

(AP) 2 • (3/г)п 2/о а
2 (2. 3. lb) 
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with 

ат

г s ШТгТЙ (2. 3. 2) 
where h has been restored. The quantum expectation values of 
the canonical coordinates satisfy the following stochastic 
differential equations: 

л и d<P> : -nd* (2. 3. 3a) 

d<£> : (l/tt)<£>dt • ZaaP&b • (2.3.3b) 

Eqs. (2. 3. 3) show that the inertia] motion of the wave 
packet will be modified by an anomalous Brown!an motion. It 
can be shown (cf. Ref. lO) that the stochastic spreads of the 
trajectory coordinates increase with time as follows: 

( A Q ) s t
2 : З^/ММЗ/гОда 2) (Ы/Н) г«(1/4о в

4) (ht/M) 3 (2.3.4a) 

( A P ) s t
2 = (3/2)h2rt . (2.3.4b) 

The full squared uncertainties of the canonical coordinates 
Q, í> are equal to the sum of the squared quantum (2. 3. la, b) 
and stochastic (2. 3. 4a, b) fluctuations, respectively. For 
example, 

( A Q ) f u U
2 : ( A Q ) 2 + ( A Q ) s L

2 Зо« 2 [ 1 • (t/t0) +tf (t/t0) 2 + (1/12) (t/t0)3] 
(2. 3.5) 

where 

t 0 = (2rh/M)-'í . (2. 3.6) 

If the strength of continuous localization Г is large 
enough then the stationary quantum fluctuation ô , (2. 3. 2) of 
the position Q becomes microscopic and, consequently, the 
MQF of the center-of-mass position Q will be destroyed. Also 
the classical trajectories will be fairly mimiked because 
the anomalous Brownian motion [see Eqs. (2.3.5-6)) becomes 
moderate enough or just unobservable. One has to add that, 
according to Károlyházy et al. , the tiny effect of the 
anomalous Brownian motion might possibly be observed in some 
sophisticated experiments*5» 1 6. 

3. Quantum mechanics with universal position localization 
(OHUPL) 
3. 1 Construction of OHUPL. At this stage *e possess a 

simple phenomenological model of tranalatlonal motion of 
macroobjects (see Sect. 2), reflecting th? absence of MQF. 
According to Hypothesis (B) of Sect. 1 this model must take 
its origin In a certain universal (not environmental) 
mechanism. 

Let у denote now the quantum state of a closed 
macroscopic system composed of N constituents with 
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corresponding Cartesian coordinates «in (n=l,2 H). In the 
ordinary QH ¥ satisfies the Schrödinger-equation 

(d/dt)* = -iwr (3. i. i) 

with the Hamiltonian H of tile closed macroscopic system. Let 
us assume the localization process (2. 1.2),(2.1.3) is to act 
not on the system as a whole but, following the genuine 
trick of Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber10, separately on each 
constituent: 

V » exp[-KaE(qn-qn)2]y . (3.1.2) 
n 

Consequently, the Joint probability distribution of the 
random coordinates q n must be chosen as 

P(qi.qg q«) = const.x<exp[-a£(<1П-5П) г\>. (3. i. з> 
n 

Ve also take the continuous localization limit 
a » O; Xa 5 у s iO - 7cm _ 2s" 1. (3.1.4) 

where we have applied the proposal of Ref. 10 for estimating 
the strength у of the continuous localization of 
constituents. 

Eqs. (3.1. 1-4} define the modified QM which we call 
quantum mec) jniсs with universal position localization 
(QHUPL). From these equations follows, by straightforward 
generalization of the Theorem yielding the phenomenloglcal 
SDE (2. 1.5), the basic SDE of QMUPL: 

dV - I [1Н-НуЕ(4 п-<Чп >) г1 й 1 + Е ( Ч п - < Ч п > ) ^ п ^ . (3. Í.5) 
n n 

Here H independent vectorial Wiener-processes d$ n 

(n=l,2 N) have been Introduced: 

< d^n >st : ° n=l,2,...H (3.1. 6a) 

d* nod* m -- Jiyldnnjdt n,msi,2 H (3. i. 6b) 

and higher than 2'nd order products of d*n vanish. If 
one introduces the projector piSTV* the SDE (3.1.5) 
can be rewritten in terms of $ as follows: 

dp s Lfpjdt + £iqn-<qn>, P)dtn (3.1.7) 
n 

where we have defined the linear Liouville-operator by 

U. ) s -i[H,.J - ЦуЕ[qn, fqn,. )J . (3.1.8) 
n 

We note that master equation of the form (2.1.9) is valid 
here too. We can write it in coordinate representation as 
follows: 
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(d/dDptq, ,q» ) r p(q . q ' ) Q H -ЦуЕ(qn-qn)2P(q , q> ) (3.1.9) 
n 

where p(q_ , qf) stands for the coordinate representation 
of the density operator <p>st. The Eqs. (3.1.5) [or (3.1.7-8)) together with (3.1.6) 
represent a consistent theory unifying micro- and 
macrodynamlcs. Our QMUPL is identical to the theory of 
Ghlrardl, Rimini and Weber in Ref. 10, apart from the 
continuous limit (3.1.4) which thereby was not taken. 

3. 3 Macroscopic phenomenology from QHUPL. Look how QMUPL 
works. The extreme small strength у (3.1.4) of 
constituent localizations assures that QMUPL reduces to the 
ordinary QM in case of microsystems. For example, if one 
considers a single mlcroparticle whose wavefunctlon width 
AQ is about 1 cm the violation of the ordinary QM will 
enter only on time scales of the order TL » y - i(lcm)~ 2 s 
s I07s [cf. Eq. (2. 2. 2)J. Controlling the abovs wavefunc+ion 
for a year is quite illusoric and one will not see any 
violation of QM. In case of a macrosystem, however, the 
number N of constituents is of the order of 10 2 3 and, as 
shown in Ref. 10 or by (3. 2.2), the center of mass coordinate 
Q will endure a strong localization. 

The form (3.1.7-8) of QMUPL equations xs very suitable to 
demonstrate the above effect. Introduce the relative-to-
-c. m. s. coordinates r n and substitute the expressions q n:Q+r n (n=l,2 N) into the SDE (3.1.7). Assume, 
furthermore, the quantum state p has the separable form 
p= p*Q®pr where PQ and p r are pure states concerning the center of mass and the relative motions, 
respectively. Take then the partial trace over the state 
space of relative motion, on both sides of the Eqs. (3.1.7), 
when one gets: 

d?Q = -1[P2/2M, pQJ - HNy [Q, [Q, pQJ ] + *Q-<Q>, pQ*d* (3.2.1) 
ы A 

where t=En:i*n a n < 1 p stands for the momentum 
conjugate to Q. 

We have thus deduced the phenomenological SDE (2.l, 7-8) 
of macroobjects from the universal SDE (2.2.7-8) of QMUPL. 
The macroscopic localization strength Г has turned out to be 
N times larger than the localization strength у of 
constituents. Invoking the estimation (3.1.4) of y, one 
obtains the following order of magnitude for Г: 

Г -- Ну а Ю 1 9 М [COS] (3.2.2) 
if for constituents we take the electrons and the nucleons 
of the given object and hence their averaged mass is about 
10'26g. 

In Sect. 4 we shall point out that the above value of Г 
is able to assure the proper asymptotics of the 
phenomenologleal SDE (2.1.7-8): for microsystems QM restores 
and, oppositeiy, macroobjects move along classical 
trajectories without observable quantum/stochastic spreads. 
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In Ref. 13 we have pointed out that QMUPL predicts classical behavior also for rotational motion of solids. 
3. 3 RemarKs on QMUPL. One should inevitably notice 

certain ad hoc features of QMUPL. Such Is, e. g. , the 
distinguishing role of the constituent coordinates. The 
parametrization of the theory seems to be practical but 
elusive enough, as is emphasized by Bell 1 2. And finally, the 
QMUPL has a serious deficiency: the definition of 
constituents is not operative. In our calculations we could 
have supposed that electrons and nucleons are the 
constituents. However, it is not obvious why nuclei or, 
oppositely, quarks could not be chosen for constituents 
instead of nucleons. tfe hope to avoid these troubles In the 
model we are going to present in the following Section. 
4. Quantum mechanics with universal density localization 
(QMUOL) 

4. i Construction of QHUDL. In this Paragraph we are going 
to repeat the construction (3.1. 1-*) of QMUPL of the 
previous Section, with a single change. The continuously 
localized quantity will^ be not the constituent position but 
the mass distribution^(r) of the given system. [For those 
who like relativity, f(r) is known as $QQir,0). ) 

Por the completeness of this Paragraph, let us recall the 
Schrödinger-eqjatlon of our system in the ordinary QM: 

(d/dt)V : -lAV . (4. 1. i) 
Similarity to the QMUPL model, the above deterministic 
evolution will be interrupted by instantanous localization 
processes occuring with frequency X: 

V > expi-Jiallf-fllo)« (4.1.2a) 
where f(r) is the SchrOdinger-operator of the mass density 
at point r. The в-norm of a given function f(r) is defined 
by introducing the bilinear form V: 

llflll , -U(f,f) (4. 1.2b) 
where 

U ( f ! , f 2 ) 2 - G | f f 1 ( r 1 ) f 2 ( r 2 ) ( i / r ^ J d r j d r a ( 4 . 1 . 2 C ) 

i.e. so that U be formally equal to the gravitational 
interaction potential of the mass distributions f t and f2-Obviously, the quadratic form U in the Eq. (4. 1. 2b) is 
negative definite as it must be. 

The function f (r) in the Eq. (4. 1. 2a) is a random 
variable with the distribution functional 

F(f(.)j : const. x<exp(-ot||f-f ||Q) > . (4.1.3) 
Let ii.-T require the continuous localization limit: 
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a » О; Xa s к (4.1.4) 
«Here к is a certain number. Fortunately, it is 
dimenslonless and we snail assume its order is of the unity. 

The construction of quantum mechanics with universal 
density localization has thus become completed. How we 
anticipate the compact mathematical form of QHUDL. From Eqs. 
(4. 1. i-4) it follows the quantum state satisfies the basic 
SDE: 

dV = K-iH - Kic||f-<f>||G)dt • 

J' + | [f (r)-<f (r)>Jd^(r)dr|ir (4.1.5) 

where the continuous set ((r) of scalar Wiener-processes 
has been Introduced: 

<d*(r)> s t э 0 (4. 1. 6a) 
d6(ri)dt<r2) = JiKG(i/r12)dt . (4.1.6b) 

Higher order products of d( vanish. 
It is convenient to introduce the operator representation 

of the quantum state. If we introduce the projector 
$sW+ and then substitute Eqs. (4. l. 5) and 
(4. 1. 6) into the identity &$s<3W*+*<№*+<X¥<W* 
we obtain the following SOE: 

dp = L[pjdt + [if (r)-<#(r)>, p)d*(r)dr (4.1.7) J« 
with the l i n e a r L i o u v i l i e - o p e r a t o r 

L[. ) s - l [ H , . ) - KicUUf, Cf),. J J ( 4 .1 .8 ) 

The (Illegitime) shorthand notation U((f, [f),.JJ must be 

read as Q\\[firl),lUrz),.)](i/rli)árlórz. 

For later discussions, let us write down the master 
equation which governs the evolution of the density operator 
<p> Sf The stochastic average of both sides of the SDE 
(4. 1.7) yields the master equation proposed by Di4si i e: 

(d/dt)<p>st : L[<p> s t] E 

z ~i[H, < p > s t ) - HKöj j [ f ( r j ) , [ f ( r 2 ) , < P > s t ) H l / r 1 2 ) d r 1 d r g . 
ii (4.1.9) 

Let us verify briefly that the SDE's (4.1.5) or, 
equivalently, (4.1.7) follow from the construction (4.1.1-4) 
of QMUDL. To see this connection, we introduce the Fourier-
representation of the mass density: 
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f(r) : £ f k e 1 K r = E(q Kl+iqK2)e l k r • (4.1.10) 
The normalization volume has been set, by convention, to i; 
qui and яде stand for the real and lmmaglnary parts of the 
Fourier-component f k, respectively. Using the discrete series of variables q k u instead of the distribution function f(r), Eqs. (4.1.2) of density localization can be rewritten 
as 

V > exp[-Xa E 4»Gk-2(qKu-qku)2)4r (4.1.11) 
k, M w w 

and the random variables q kp possess the joint probability distribution 
P(q, . ) - const. X<exp[-a E 4irGR-e (q K p-q k M) 2 ) > . (4.1.12) 

Eqs. (4. l. 1), (4. l. 11-12) and (4. 1.4) reformulate QHUDL in 
terms of the localization of the Hermitian quantities q k y. By comparing these equations to Eqs. (3. l. 1-4), one 
recognizes their mathematical slmi arity. One is led 
therefore to the SDE's (3.1.5-6) which now, mutatis 
mutandis, reads as 

dV : f[-iA-MlcG E 4l»k- £(q K M-<q k p>) 2Jdt • 
к, p 

• E (4Kp-<4kp>)dtky'V . (4.1.13) 
JC, M 

The scalar Wiener-processes Сцр satisfy the following 
Ito-algebra: 

««Ki>>st г о <*• *• l*a) 
dCku^k'u' : XKG 4nK- 2d k k'd p y/dt . (4.1.14b) 

Let us retu. ü now to the spatial representation. Define 
the scalar Wiener-process t(r) by its Fourier-
coefficients as follows: 

HD -. % Z <íkl + iCk2> e í k r + c-c- (4.1,15) 
Mm 

In the SDE (4. 1. 13) as well as in Eqs. (4. l. 14), perform the 
transformations (4. 1. 10) and (4.l. 15). The results will be 
Just identical to the SDE (4.1. 5) and to the Ito-algebra 
(4. l. 6), respectively. 

4.2 Character of violation of QM. It is obvious from the 
construction of QHUDL that the violation of the ordinary QM 
depends, first of all, on the gravitational energies 
represented by the <:iven state of the system. In case of 
microsystems we thus expect the violation of QH can be 
neglected while we hope explicite classical behaviour in the 
macroworld, instead of QM, 
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The second RHS term of the basic SDE (4.l.5) of QMUDL 
yields an estimation for the time scale T L at which localization breaks QH: 

T L s V<llf-<f>|lG> * V U G
f > 2 . (4.2.1) 

where the Planck constant has been restored. It is important 
to observe that the в-norm-squared density fluctuation 
(Agf)2 is the quantity which QMUDL cuts down in contrast 
to the ordinary quantum dynamics. Formally (A^f)2 is 
measured by the expectation value of the difference between 
the gravitational interaction Hamilton!an and of its 
semiclassical (or mean-field) approximation, l. e. : 

(Agf ) 2 H <||f-<f>||&> : < -U(f, f)+U(f, <f>) > (4 .2 .2 ) 

[cf. the definition (4. 1. 2bc) of the G-norm). 
For a system of several elementary particles of masses 

about mslO~ 2 5-lO~ 2 eg and "diameter" r*10~12cn, a safe upper 
estimate of the RHS of Eg. (4. 2. 2) can be given by the 
quantity Gm 2/rslCT* 6-iO-52 e r g. Via Eq. (4.2.1) we obtain TL«10 i e-10 2 4s. This huge result means that in the microworld 
QM will not be violated at all and QMUDL therefore reduces 
to the ordinary QM. 

Ve should trade with more massive objects when we hunt 
special QMUDL effects. Consider, e.g., a macroobject of size 
Relern, of mass Mslg and of position spread AQ also about 
lern. From the Eq. (4.2.2), the corresponding density 
fluctuation A Gf can be estimated by GX(lg)2/lcm« 
«10_eerg which yields, via the Eq. (4.2.1), T L » 1 0 ' ^ S . 
This result shows that tipical QMUDL effects may strongly 
modify the usual quantum dynamics of macroobjects. 

4. 3 Ballistics, trajectories. From the localization of 
MQF of mass density follows the localization of center-of-
mass coordinate Ő for an arbitrary macroscopic system. This 
we are going to show for the simplest case. 

Take a rigid spherical ball of radius R, of mass И and, 
for simplicity, assume it is homogeneous. If Q denotes the 
operator of the center-of-massi coordinate then the operator 
f(r) of the mass density takes the following simple form: 
' 2(r) = (H/VR) 9( R -|r-Q|) (4.3.1) 

where VR=(4/3)nR3 and 6 is the step-function. In what 
follows we assume that the quantum uncertainty AQ of the 
position is much smaller than the size of the ball. This 
allows one to use the Taylor-expansion of the density 
(4. 3. 1) around Q:<Q>; yielding 

f(r) - <f(r)> -. (M/vR) <J(R -|r-<á>|) (r-<á>) (á-<Ó>)/R (4.3.2) 
where terms of the order of (AQ/R)2 have been neglected. 

The coefficient of the specific nonlinear term of the SDE 
(4. 1. 5) can be approximated by 
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IIf - <f>||| = (GHe/R3) (Q-<Q>)2 (4.3.3) 
win en follows from Eqs. (4. l. 2bc) and (4.3.2). In the same 
approximation, tue stochastic term of the SDE (4.1. 5) can be 
rewritten as well: 

[ f ( r ) - < f ( r ) > l d t ( r ) d r V = <Q-<Q>)<KV ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) 

where we have def ined a v e c t o r i a l Wiener-process by 

< : (H/VR)R-4<HR - | r ) ) r u r ) d r . ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) 

Inserting Eqs. (4 3. 3) and (4.3.4) into the SDE (4.1.5) 
one obtains the phenoraenologicai SDE (2. 1. 5). Of course, the 
validity of the Ito-algebra (2.1.6) also has to be checked 
by using Eqs. (4.1.6) and (4.3.?)- The effective 
localization strength of the ball position turns out to be 

Г : (r.G/fl) M 2/R 3 s (4«квр/ЗЬ) M s iO^M [CGS] (4.3.6) 
provided the ball density p is about lgcra-3. 

Remember that QMUPL theory also led to the effective 
macroscopic SDE (2.1.5), moreover, the order of magnitude of 
the QMUPL value (3.2.2) of Г coincides numerically with Г 
(4. 3. 6) in the QMUDL theory. Hence we see that, at least for 
the stationary dynamics of rigid (or rigid enough) 
macroobjects, our parameter-free QMUDL theory reproduces the 
QMUPL theory including its parametrlzation suggested by 
Ghirardi et al. 1 0 after careful phenotftenologleal arguments. 

Let us now turn to the trajectory-like solutions (see 
Par. 2.3) of the SDE (2. 1.5) with localization strength 
(4.3.6). Eq. (2.3.2) yields the stationary width of the 
center-of-mass wavefunction: 

a,» s (8икСр/Зп2)-И Н~Х * 10 - 1 1М-И . (4.3.7) 

The anomalous Brownian motion, as shown by Eqs. (2.3.5-6), 
leads to the following spread of the coordinate: 
(AQ)full * Ю-^М-И [CGS] [i+(t/t0)*Mt/t0)2+(l/12)(t/t0)3] 

(4. 3.6) 
where t0= (önicGp/З) -X * 10-2-Ю"3 s. It is 
interesting to note that the time scale t 0 of the anomalous Brownian motion depends only on the Newton constant and on 
the mass density of the ball; the Planck constant has 
cancelled. Applying the above results to a tipical 
macroobject of, »ay, mass Msig we see that even for a period 
about one day the anomalous coordinate spread will not 
exceed the atomic size iO~ecm. One concludes that the 
departure from classical trajectories is, in general, 
unobservable. 

4. 4 Reduction of MQF. In this Paragraph we wish to 
concentrate on the mechanism reducing the MQF of the 
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density. Therefore we w i n completely neglect the 
Hamiltonian term in the SDE (4.1.5) which choice will be 
verified later. 

Let us consider a macroscopic (or. may be. mesoscopic) 
system which assumed to be in a superposition 

* = E CA*A - ? <-A2 i <*•*• 1) 
л л 

of a certain number of normalized states <?A 

(Ari, 2, 3, . . . ). Exploiting gauge freedom, each amp 1 itude c A 

can be made real. Introducing the notation * A * * A S < * > A -
w$ assume that the expectation values <f(r)>|, <f(r)>2. 
<f(r)>3, ... are much different from each other as compared 
to the density fluctuations A@f belonging to the 
component states <|>A. Consequently, the superpositon 
У (4.4.1) may represent HQF of the density (i.e. large 
A Gf) while the fluctuations in the component states 
t A will be neglected. Heuristically, one is then allowed 
to consider the set li>Al a s t n e orthonormal set of the 
approximate eigenstates of the mass density operator: 

f(r)v A -.• <f(r)> A» A (4.4.2a) 

*A'»-B <>AU • <'*• '*• г ь > 
[A rigorous formulation of the above approximation would he 
based on the 6-norm (4. 1. 2bc) as the measure of distances in 
the apace of mass density functions. ) 

Using the approximation (4.4.2), the substitution of the 
Ansatz (4.4.1) into the SDK (4.1.5) (recall H = 0) yields the 
closed SDE for the amplitudes c A: 

I« d c A - ( -Ji*ll<f> A-<f>||£dt »J [<f ( r ) > A - < f ( r ) > J d t ( r ) d r ) c A . ( 4 . 4 . 3 ) 
Remember t h a t <f >-}JcA

2< f>A provided the approximat ion 
( 4 . 4 . 2) h o l d s . 

From the SDE (4.4.3) one can obtain an equivalent closed 
SDE introducing the normalized p robab i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n p A 

instead of the amplituJes c A : 

p A s c A 2 , K p A 1 . ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) 
A 

Let us substitute Eq. (4.4.3) into the Jto identity dp As 
- 2 c A d c A + ( d c A ) H . The Ito- equations (4.1.6) will lead to the 
following equations: 

< d p A > s l : 0 (4. 4. 5a) 

d p A d p B - -2кр АРп E ,PRPS U(<f> A-<f> R, <f> B-<f> s)dt (4. 4. Sb) 
R, S 

where we applied the definition (4. 1.2bc) of the G-norm, 
Such probabilistic equations, with fenomenological 

i:on.'.;tai)t coef 1 к: i-'tit;; in place of U( < f >A- <. f >R, <f >B- <f »g), 
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are well Known from the theory of continuous state 
reduction. 

As special application, we are going to show that Eqs. 
(V. 4. 5) describe the reduction of distant macroscopic 
superpositions. For simplicity's sake, let the components 
• A of the superposition (4.4.1) represent the same 
quantum state q> translated to various distant positions 
in space. For example, * A belongs to the A'th position 
of a pointer of a given measuring device. If the spatial 
separations between different pointer positions are much 
larger than the thicKness of the pointer then 

U(<f> A, <f> B) . 4 A BU(<f> t, <f>,) (4.4.6) 

is a good approximation and Eqs. (4.4. 5) take the form 

<dPA>st. = ° (4.4. 7a) 
dp Adp B и 2r.U(<f>t, <f> ( | >)p Ap B(ó A B-p A-p B+EpR)dt . (4.4.7b) 

R 
These two equations are mathematically equivalent to 

Gisin's continuous reduction model 1^' 2*. As can be shown, 
for timer, 

t >> Í>/U( <.£>,,,, <f > f) (4.4. 6) 

each probability p A(t) will approach zero, except for a 
single one (e.g. the K'th) which becomes unity. In 
continuous reduction models the probability of the K'th 
outcome must be equal to the initial probability р^{0). 
Recalling Eq. (4.4.4), this would mean that the 
superposition (4.4. 1) will be reduced to one of the 
component states, e. n. to »jr, with the proper quantum 
mechanical probability cj;2. д 

The semlclassical energy U(<f>(J>, <f>^) of a 
tiplca) macroobject (e.g. a pointer) of mass H»lg, of size 
Rslcm and of quantum uncertainty AQ<<lcm is about 
QH2/RslO~°erg. The distant superposition of such states 
would be reduced after a period of the order of ft/l0~eerg3» 
ei0" i 9s [see Eq. (4.4,8)). This period is much shorter than 
the time scale of any nonrelativistic quantum evolution and, 
consequently, the above distant macroscopic superposition 
could not. even come into existence. Causality forbids 
formation of a configuration of lcm within I0" 1 9s. Needle.;; 
to say that the neglection of the Hamiltonian motion duiun' 
the reduction period has been Justified as well. 

For lighter objects, the reduction time becomes more 
realistic. If, e.g., RaslO"2cm, Н я Ю ' 6 * then GM2/Rs;i<r i s e n . 
and, consequently, the reduction time is of the order of 
fy/iO-ieergÄtO-9s. 

4. 5 Quantum SDE versus master equation. It is ŵ l 1 known 
in the ordinary OH that, in pure quantum states 
$sW*. the measurable quantities arc of the form 
tr(6p):ty+oV-<Ő>, where 0 is an arbitrary 
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Hermitlan operator. According to the notations of our paper, 
the density operator lias been denoted by <P>$t where 
$ stands for tne pure state projector TV*. The 
general form of a measurable quantity in a mixed quantum 
state takes the form tr(6<p> s t)r<<o>> s t. If we declare 
the above set of measurable quantltes for QHUDL too (it is 
not necessary, see later) then the state vector V 
becomes redundant since the density operator <p> s t= 3<1"|r+>st will account for all measurable quantities. Furthermore, the density operator will satisfy the closed 
master (Liouviile-) equation (4.1.9). Hence the surprising 
result comes: the master equation (4.1.9) is completely 
equivalent to the SDE (4. 1.5), if only measurable 
predictions are concerned23. Of course, analogous master 
equations exist in cases of QMUPL of Sect. 3, and of 
Ghirardi's theory 1 0 too. 

It is natural to ask why people prefer the complicated 
nonlinear SDE instead of linear and deterministic master 
equation (cf. Joos' criticism 3 0 on Ghirardi's theory 1 0). To 
demonstrate the reasons, consider the reduction process 
shown in Par. 4. 4. In the final state, the density operator 
Is given by £PA*A**A a n d l t contains the full 
measurable physical information on the system. For example, 
the double expectation value 

<<f(r)>> s t - Z p A<f(r)> A (4.5.1) A л is measurable but the terms <f(r)>A of its decomposition are not. Mow recall that the mass distributions <f(r)>A were chosen to be macroscopically different and there may be a 
certain request for a formalism which automatically refects 
the obvious decomposition (4.5.1). 

Still this request is completely subjective since, as a 
matter of fact, <f>A

 i s hot measurable in itself. The only 
objective reason which may support the SDE formalism is a 
guess 2 7 that a certain (still unknown) physical mechanism 
will modify the set of measurable quantities and, by means 
of this mechanism, the terms of the decomposition (4. 5. 1) 
will be dlstigulshed. 

Let us present a simple example. In this paper we did not 
consider the back reaction of the mass density £(r) on the 
Newtonian gravitational potential Ф(г). For the sake of 
the example assume that Ф is classical and the mean 
Held equation31 is exact. There are, however, two 
possibilities: 

АФ(г) = 4ffű<<f (r)>>st (4.5.2a) 
or л 

АФ(Г) : 4l0 <f(r)> . (4.5.2a) 
The source term of Eq. (4. 5. 2a) has been assumed to be 
measurable quantity, i. e. it is calculable from the density 
operator. It is, however, not sensitive to the reduction 
process described in Par. 4. 4, as we can see from Eq. 
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(Ч.5.l). we should therefore choose the second version 
(П. 5. 2b) of the mean field equations. Since now the 
measurable Newton potential couples to the quantum 
expectation value <f> of the mass distribution, this latter 
bas become measurable too. Of course, the equivalence of the 
master equation with the SDE disappears, since <f> is not 
calculable from the density operator but from the state 
vector. 

Of course, the basic SDE (4.1.5) of the QHUDL has to be 
added by a Hamiltonian term J4(r)f(r)dr corresponding to 
gravitational interactions. Such theory may be considered as 
a naive prototype of "quantum field theory without 
observers" suggested by Bell 3 2. 
5. Discussion 

We have presented two models, QMUPL and QHUDL, both of 
which tend, by construction, to localize unwanted HQF. QHUPL 
is a slightly modified version of the theory of Ghirardl et 
al. , it contains one free physical parameter. In case of 
QHUDL, a definite gravitational measure has been postulated 
for the reduction of the HQF of mass densities and only a 
single dimensionless number has to be fixed by hand. Such 
Kind of modification of the ordinary dynamics seems to 
eliminate certain paradoxical features of QH and a unified 
description of the micro- and macroworld becomes possible. 
In particular, we have pointed out that OMUDL eliminates the 
"monstrous quantum states 3 3 of macroscopic objects" so 
rapidly (е. к. in 10 '^s) that even the formation of such 
states becomes practically forbidden. 

Despite of these conceptual successes, one should look 
for nor.trivial applications of such unified theories. 
Consequently, one has to investigate the transient region 
between quantum and classical world. In this region the 
localization effects, postulated in QHUPL/üHUDL, will 
compete with the ordinary Hamiltonian dynamics, especially 
with the interaction due to the environment. 

We think that, first of all, the QHUPL/QHUDL models have 
to be tested against nupercurrent and superfluid effects. 
Special attention should be paid to Leggett's experiments3* 
with macroscopic quantum superposition of supercurrents. 
Károlyházy et al. 15,16 have carefully discussed the 
possibility of observing the anomalous Brownian motion, in 
the context of their reduction theory which is similar to 
QHUDL. Their proposal is an experiment aboard a satellite. 
Its adaptation to QHUDL, if possible, would be desirable. 

As an outlook, we notice the following possibility. At 
the present stage oi its elaboration, QHUDL might have no 
characteristic experimental predictions tut marginal 
effects. Even though this model suggest a certain deep 
connection between nonrelatlvistlc quantum and gravity 
theories. If this connection exists in some way which is 
similar to QHUDL, then, in a more developed form, QKUDL will 
shed light on characteristic new effects. 
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